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Abstract: QKD integration into traditional telecommunication networks is anticipated in the upcoming decades in order
to maintain adequate levels of communication security. QKD establishes ITS (Information-Theoretic secure)
symmetric keys between the two parties, which they may use to sustain secure flow of data even in the post-
quantum era. Since QKD-keys are a valuable and scarce resource, they must be carefully maintained. This
paper investigates DoS attacks on actual QKD equipment, in which an adversary with access to QKD services
depletes the reserves of QKD-keys maintained at the KMS system. As a result, safety precautions are proposed
in order to prevent this scenario and maintain operational QKD service.

1 INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is an emerging
technology that has matured sufficiently to be con-
sidered for integration in traditional telecommunica-
tion networks. QKD, unlike any other technology,
provides a long-term solution to secret key agree-
ments that is not compromised by new advances in
(quantum) computing (Bennett and Brassard, 1984).
When used correctly with quantum-resistant symmet-
ric cryptosystems, it ensures secure data transmission
even in quantum computing environments. A recent
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area of research regarding the integration and appli-
cation of QKD within telecommunication networks
is concerned with its security against traditional net-
work attacks, such as DoS (Denial of Service) at-
tacks, which would render the technology inoperable
(Dervisevic et al., 2022). This study provides a so-
lution to a specific DoS attack on the Key Manager
System (KMS) component, which is critical to the op-
eration of QKD technology. The solution is evaluated
in real-world environment using commercially avail-
able QKD equipment and Suricata IPS/IDS (Intrusion
Prevention and Detection System) services.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
describing current state of the art, in Section 3 is de-
scribed essential parts of QKD system, Sections 4 and
5 are focusing on test bed environment and attacking
scenario. In Section 6 reader can find proposed secu-
rity measurements that could be implemented by vari-
ous technologies and Section 7 is representing results
of our experiment. (Mehic et al., 2022b).

2 STATE OF THE ART

Currently most attacks on QKD systems were per-
formed on quantum channel (Hugues-Salas et al.,
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2018; Li et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2022). These stud-
ies are mainly focused on fiber based QKD systems
and vulnerabilities of transmission of qubits within
optical fibers. In (Hugues-Salas et al., 2018), a Soft-
ware Defined Networking (SDN) application is de-
veloped to perform real-time monitoring of quantum
channel performance, i.e., Secret Key Rates (SKR)
and Quantum Bit Error Rates (QBER), which can be
used to detect DDoS attacks. If the DDoS attack
is detected, the SDN application relocates the quan-
tum channel to one of the spare fiber links. Article
(Li et al., 2018), authors are proposing DoS attack
based on manipulation of quantum channel. As re-
sult even slight manipulation of the channel parame-
ters is leading to underestimation of the secure com-
munication and to intentional termination of commu-
nication. In (Dai et al., 2022), authors are focusing on
detection of LDoS (low-rate denial-of-service) in the
CV-QKD (continuous-variable QKD) communication
progress. This detection is performed on quantum
channel and focused on parameters of this channel.
Articles (Dervisevic et al., 2022; Mehic et al., 2022a),
are pioneering research on DoS attacks on KMS. Arti-
cle (Dervisevic et al., 2022) will be more described in
Chapter 5. This article focuses on the same problem
but with real-time devices.

3 ESSENTIAL PARTS OF QKD
SYSTEM

QKD technology establishes symmetric key material
in ITS (Information-Theoretic Security) secure man-
ner between the two distant sites. This key material
is established via QKD link. QKD link is divided
into two separate channels, public channel and quan-
tum channel. Purpose of quantum channel is propa-
gation of photons where keys are encoded into quan-
tum states of this photons. Laws of quantum physics
guarantees, that this channel is secure from eaves-
dropper by non-cloning theorem and Heisenberg prin-
cipal (Vagenas et al., 2019). Public channel is used
for post-processing applications, connection between
QKD nodes via public channel can be performed by
public internet. Access from public internet means
that QKD node on his public channel interface is ex-
posed to attacks that are well known like Dos attack,
DDos attack and so on. Every QKD protocol like
BB84 (Bennett and Brassard, 1984), BB92 (Bennett,
1992), COW (Gisin et al., 2004) are using both of
these channels for establishing key material. Essen-
tial part of QKD system is Key Management system.

Figure 1: QKD system.

KMS is purposing for storage, management of
keys and distribution of keys through QKD network.
Secure Application Entity (SAE) is communicating
with KMS via REST-API which is described in stan-
dards ETSI 004 and ETSI 014 (Mehic et al., 2022c).
In Figure 2 we can notice that the communication
between encoders/decryptors and QKD nodes takes
place using the ETSI 014 standard. The ETSI 014
(ETSI, 2019) standard defines REST-API (Represen-
tational State Transfer-Application Programming In-
terface) for communication between QKD node that
contains KMS (Key Management System) and SAE
(Secure Application Entity). We can imagine SAE
as a service that contains an encoder/decryptor and
is used for communication with the QKD node. The
REST-API uses the HTTPS protocol, the keys are
transferred in JSON format together with the key
identifier (ID). The key identifier serves as a pointer to
the key store in the QKD node. Encryptors/decryptors
exchange such an identifier. This step ensures that a
key with the same ID will be used for encryption and
decryption. We have SAE Alice and SAE Bob as in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: ETSI-014.
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SAE Alice first asks her KMS using the
Get Status(Bob) function for status of QKD buffer
where the keys are stored. The function returns in-
formation about the assigned KMS entity, the size of
the key that can be delivered to the SAE, the number
of keys stored in the buffer and the maximum number
of keys that can be delivered in one response. Subse-
quently, Alice requests a block of keys (or just one
key) using the function Get Key(), as arguments of
this function are the number, size of keys and SAE
ID. The SAE ID serves as the SAE identifier. As soon
as Alice receives the block of keys with the corre-
sponding ID, she forwards this ID to Bob. Bob then
requests his KMS for a block of keys with the corre-
sponding ID from Alice using the Get Key with ID()
function. From the QKD theory, we know that for a
given QKD connection, both communicating parties
have the same QKD buffer, i.e. they contain the same
keys. Thus, as a result, Alice and Bob have the same
keys for encryption and decryption.

4 TEST BED

Our experiments were performed with IDQ Cerberis
3 hardware located at VSB-Technical University of
Ostrava. Two QKD nodes IDQ Cerberis 3 are in-
terconnected by quantum channel and service chan-
nel(public channel). Attenuation of quantum chan-
nel which is provided by single mode optical fiber
is 10 dB. Both of this device alongside with encryp-
tors IDQ Centauris are included within OpenQKD 1

project and NATO Quantum5 2 project.

5 ATTACKING SCENARIO

In article (Dervisevic et al., 2022), authors investi-
gated attacking scenario where attacker is sending in-
valid requests to KMS and KMS must process them.
With high number of requests KMS must proceed
these requests in queue, queue have finite size, so at-
tacker can full fill this queue with invalid requests and
valid requests could be dropped. Authors of these ar-
ticle are describing next situation where attacker can
deplete all key material from key storage of QKD
nodes by using end-user terminal with valid certifi-
cates. Authors performed this experiment in QKD-
NetSim (Mehic et al., 2017) simulator, by generating
Get key https requests on KMS in specific period of
time. From this observations we can see that KMS

1https://openqkd.eu
2https://www.quantum5.eu

has no defensive mechanism against this type of at-
tack. With higher number of requests key storage is
depleted faster a this means a big security problem
for stability of QKD system. When key storage’s are
empty, other end-users can not get their own keys for
encryption. This article deals with situation where at-
tacker has valid certificates and wants do deplete key
storage in KMS, performed with real-time QKD de-
vices.

6 SECURITY PRECAUTIONS

In this section we are proposing method or ap-
proaches which could be implemented into KMS or
firewall for protecting key storage from depleting key
material. We are proposing Formula 1, for threshold
value. This threshold value representing maximum
number of observed key in specific period of time for
one user.

threshold =

total amount o f keys[−]
number o f valid end users[−]

total amount o f key material[bits]
secret key rate[bit/s]

[keys/s] (1)

In this formula we have to consider that all SAE
served by QKD system will ask for the same length
of the key. In our experiment end-users SAE are
consuming 256 bit keys. In the next chapter is de-
scribed use-case how can be this formula interpreted
into IPS/IDS service.

6.1 Implementation in Software Based
IDS/IPS

Software based IDS/IPS is representing service run-
ning on typical PC or virtual machine running on
server hardware. Advantage of software IPS/IDS is
that most of them are for free and you can easily in-
stall this system on already running network infras-
tructure. Typical represent of IDS/IPS software is
Suricata (Waleed et al., 2022). In Figure 3, is shown
position of Suricata IPS/IDS within network topol-
ogy.

We used this IDS/IPS system for implementing
our Formula 1. Our IDQ system has this parameters:

• Total amount of keys: 1000

• Total amount of key material: 256 · 1000 =
256000bit

• Secret key rate = 2000bit/sec

In our experiment we consider that QKD system is
operating with forty active end-user terminals. With
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Figure 3: Implementation of Suricatata IPS/IDS.

these parameters we can easily compute threshold
value for our KMS.

threshold =
1000

40
256000
2000

[keys/s]∼= 11[keys/minute] (2)

As result from Formula 2, we can observe that in
our experiment our SAE can obtain eleven keys by
minute. This keys coud be used for encryption of data
for any time period. That means that secure tunnel
between two end-users terminals can use specific key
for one minute, and the other secured tunnel can us-
ing one specific key for one hour. This time validity
of key is set by end-user terminals. In this implemen-
tation, Suricata has internal rules which will not al-
low to get more than eleven keys by size 256 bit per
minute by end-user terminal. After obtaining eleven
keys per minute, this end-user terminal will not obtain
new keys for specific period of time. For our experi-
ment this time was 1024 seconds. This period repre-
sent, time for full filling key storages with key mate-
rial. This period is derived from knowledge that secret
key rate is 2k bit/s and total amount of key material
is 256k bits.

6.2 Implementation in Hardware
Devices

Security implementation with hardware-based fire-
wall is similar to software defined firewall and IPS
system. The main differences are in TCP/IP model
layer-based security. Hardware firewalls are fully
designed for a traffic packet real-time analysis. It
reaches higher throughput compare to software de-
fined firewall (Konikiewicz and Markowski, 2017)
and better efficiency if we analyze traffic for second,
third and fourth TCP/IP (Alani, 2014) model traffic.
The First TCP/IP model layer security could be per-
formed by MAC address security a port security to

ports where device is connected. We can avoid some
ARP attacks etc.

The Second layer of TCP/IP model (Alani, 2014)
is IP based. The basic rule for KMS security could be
IP white and black listening. These rules could be pre-
defined by system administrators. If we know trusted
IP address list for KMS clients, it is simple to prepare
rule for access to KMS keys. Otherwise, we can pre-
pare list for non-trusted clients, which can be blocked
by default. In case the KMS device is available for
access through the internet, we must implement other
security mechanisms to protect this device. Hardware
firewall device must have protection against DOS and
DDOS attacks. When this device detects multiple re-
quests from one or multiple IP addresses and reaches
preconfigured threshold, this address must be black-
listed permanently, or system administrator must be
notified about security incident.

The Second layer security is TCP or UDP traffic
based. KMS key exchange use HTTPS traffic over
TCP connection. Hardware firewall device can limit
traffic on this type of traffic. Other traffic is blocked
by the default. The worst scenario for hardware fire-
wall (Krishna and Karthik, 2022) is attack performed
by the trusted device which is white-listed, and it has
certificates for requesting keys. KMS device provides
keys for a multiple KMS clients and in case of one
client deplete key buffer, other devices will not have
keys for their purposes. Security for this attack sce-
nario is not simple because it is not possible to an-
alyze encrypted traffic directly. Direct traffic analy-
sis is possible on non-encrypted traffic and it could
be done using proxy server. Administrator must ob-
serve normal traffic load between the KMS device and
KMS clients and prepare rules for TCP connections.
If limit for normal load is reached, according rule the
traffic for this KMS client is blocked.

In every scenario, hardware firewall must be
equipped with some notification technology. Admin-
istrator must be notified about security incident mini-
mally via e-mail, or there has to be implemented sup-
port for SNMP or RSYSLOG (Bresnahan and Blum,
2019) which allow system administrator or fully au-
tomatized system make some approaches to prevent
attack. System could be distributed into two systems.
For traffic analyzing and for security rules applica-
tion can be used hardware firewall device, which pro-
vide better network performance and fully automatic
system for determination attackers could be software
based, like is depicted in Section 6.1.
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7 RESULTS

In this chapter we are representing output data from
experiment based solution described in Section 6.1.
In this experiment we are performing attack on KMS
where end-user terminal with running SAE is trying
to consume all keys from KMS key buffer. Key re-
quests were generated from software-based encryp-
tor, this keys could be used for application which is
performing encryption SAE for creating secure tun-
nel between two end-user terminals. Both ends of se-
cured tunnel have to use at the same time symmet-
ric key with same ID. Signalization about used ID is
transmitting between SAE on both ends.
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Figure 4: Allowed key requests.

In Figure 4 are shown allowed key requests from
SAE captured on Suricata system in time slot of 2160
seconds. Experiment was running for 2 hours but we
are choosing this specific time slot for better represen-
tation of output data. In Figure 4 reader can see three
peaks. During the time of all of three peaks SAE ob-
tains 33 keys from KMS with time difference of 1024
seconds between peaks. Period of one peak was ex-
actly 11 seconds, every second SAE was asking KMS
for new key. Formula 1 was implemented into Suri-
cata system which allows SAE to obtain 11 keys per
minute. After this threshold value was reached SAE
which represented specific IP address of end-user ter-
minal, would not obtain next keys for time period of
1024 seconds. In Figure 5 is shown detailed peak,
where on y axis can be seen increasing number of
observed keys for time period of 11 seconds. Very
important part of this experiment is examining the be-
havior of implemented solution for blocking key re-
quests.
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Figure 5: Detailed peak.

In Figure 6, is shown number of blocked requests
during the whole experiment, from this graph is obvi-
ous that all key requests between peaks when thresh-
old value was activated were blocked. The density of
blocked requests is different due to the simulation of
different amounts key requests.
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Figure 6: Blocked key requests.

8 CONCLUSION

QKD is promising area for advanced security in post-
quatum era. In incoming decades we can expect
that threat by quantum computers against today used
asymmetric cryptography will be growing. This paper
represents real-time QKD nodes and very sophisti-
cated attack on them when attacker has a valid certifi-
cates and can very easily deplete keys from this nodes.
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With the growing need for implementation QKD tech-
nology into conventional networks, arises question
which security measurements should be taken. We
investigate previous research about security of KMS
systems. This article is describing real-time QKD
nodes and DoS attack on KMS. In previous chapters
we represented security measurements against DoS
attack on QKD nodes. This security measurements
are described within various technologies, with usage
of our proposed threshold formula. From this thresh-
old formula network administrators can easy calculate
how many keys can be consumed by end-users or this
formula can be implemented to protocol, service and
so on. This security approach could be used when
KMS is using for communication with SAE standard
ETSI 014. With usage of standard like ETSI 004
which is using reservation of keys for specific period
of time security measurements should be different.
Subsequently we have implemented this solution to
Suricata IPS/IDS service and performed experiment
with actual QKD nodes. The Experiment showed,
that SAE obtain only maximum amount of keys for
specific time period other key requests were blocked.
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